
IN THIS FAST-PACED WORLD  and even faster-paced 
industry, there’s increasing pressure to allow late ad book-
ings into magazines, putting greater pressure on magazine 
staffers already facing large workloads. Economic pres-
sures push publishers to accommodate late advertisers as 
best they can, and advertisers are increasingly leaving their 
media-buying decisions to the last possible moment. This 
can create tensions in the magazine workplace and conflict 
among team members. However, no one wants to turn away 
business!

Stress can be eased and sound decisions made if the edito-
rial, sales, design and production teams communicate well 
and work cohesively. Here are some tips that may help 
publishers satisfy late-booking clients under increasingly 
competitive circumstances.

IF POSSIBLE, assign responsibility for tracking ad material 
to a production coordinator. Ideally this individual will en-
sure ad material arrives on time and to specs, assist clients 
with ad creative if required, and send and follow-up on 
all ad proofs. The coordinator will also manage all aspects 
of production for the publication. This efficient workflow 
allows one point-person to focus on the timeline as well as 
guide other team members to meet deadlines. Also, it allows 
the sales team to focus on its priority: selling advertising.

AT THE AD SPACE CLOSE DEADLINE, the sales team 
should determine how many advertisers may still be inter-
ested in booking space. It’s very important that the sales 
team have a strong sense of whether or not the advertiser 
will book. Based on the magazine budget and what makes 
financial sense, avails, house ads, public service ads and/or 
contra ads should be included in the map-out based on the 
sales team’s solid projections. These ads can later be pulled if 
late paid ads are booked.

THE MAPPED-IN AVAILS must be sold as indicated. For 
instance, if a 2/3 vertical has been mapped in, the sales team 
should sell either a 2/3 vertical or two 1/3 square ads to fill 
the allotted space. Selling ads that do not fit the avails will 
create too much disruption in the design and production 
process.

A deadline should be established for filling the avails. The 
deadline should be agreed upon as reasonable to all parties 

(editorial, design, sales, and production). If the ad spaces 
are not sold by the established date, the team must move to 
a previously-agreed-upon Plan B.

IF THE MAPPED-IN AVAILS ARE FILLED and there is still 
interest from advertisers, the teams together must decide 
whether to give up house ads, public service, or contra space 
to allow for more ad revenue. 

IT’S IMPORTANT TO DETERMINE in advance if the editor 
and art director are willing to take on allocated ad space 
that is not sold. In some cases, the editorial team may wish 
to take on any unsold ad space, even when only a few days 
remain in the timeline. This can be a viable solution if the 
editorial team has stories and art ready, and reasonable 
time is allowed to complete the design and editorial process 
before sending final files to the printer. The publication’s 
budget would also need to allow for this scenario (lack of 
expected ad revenue as well as possible additional editorial/
design costs).

WHENEVER POSSIBLE, late ads should be limited to pick-
up ad material on hand, or ad material the client is able to 
supply promptly. Creating new ad material on short notice 
may not be feasible.

IF YOUR PRINTER IS FLEXIBLE, you may be able to 
extend the advertiser’s material due date even further by 
sending incomplete magazine files (with a missing ad, for 
instance). Likely there will be a charge from the printer to 
supply the missing ad late, but it may be worthwhile if the 
revenue from the advertiser warrants it. Again, it helps to 
have an astute production coordinator or point-person 
managing these details and communicating with your 
printer.

 MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL, team members must commit 
to the game-plan at space close. How many avails will be 
left open, what sizes, and what is the back-up plan should 
the sales team not be able to fulfill their ad sales commit-
ment? If the sales team is confident they can fill the available 
spaces being held, this process should work well and allow 
publishers to be as flexible as possible with the ad deadlines, 
winning clients and increasing revenue.
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